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Abstract ─ Helium circulator is the core component of
High Temperature Reactor-Pebblebed Modules (HTRPM), and its rotor is supported by active magnetic
bearings (AMBs). The windings of the motor and AMBs
will generate a great deal of heat due to Ohmic loss,
which increases the temperature of the circulator. The
high temperature will cause the thermal deformation
of AMB-rotor system, leading to the clearance change
between rotor and AMBs. The AMB stiffness and
inductive transducer sensitivity will be affected by the
changed clearance, which decrease the stability of the
AMB-rotor system. In this paper, through theoretical
analysis and finite element analysis (FEA), the influence
of thermal deformation on the AMB stiffness and
transducer measurement is studied. The simulation and
experiment for the AMB-rotor system in the circulator
is carried out to explore the performance of AMB
controllers and the influences of thermal deformation on
the unbalanced response of the AMB-rotor system is
analyzed. The theoretical calculations in this paper has
general applications in the controller improvement of
AMBs under clearance change and provides a reference
for mechanical structure design and controller design of
AMBs.
Index Terms ─ AMBs, HTR-PM, thermal deformation,
unbalanced response.

I. INTRODUCTION
High Temperature Reactor-Pebblebed Modules
(HTR-PM) is the fourth generation nuclear reactor
developed by the Institute of Nuclear Energy and New
Energy Technology, Tsinghua University [1, 2]. In
HTR-PM, the helium circulates in the first loop driven
by the circulator, which is shown in Fig. 1. The circulator
is mainly composed of the rotor, active magnetic
bearings (AMBs), auxiliary bearings and the cooling
system. The rotor in the circulator is supported by the
AMBs [3, 4]. AMBs are a type of bearing that support
a load using magnetic levitation without physical
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contact, and are widely applied in high-speed rotating
machineries and flexible rotor-dynamic systems [5, 6].
Because AMBs have no friction and need no lubrication,
its application in HTR-PM can effectively avoid the oil
pollution to the helium environment in the circulator.

Top AMB

Motor

Bottom AMB

Fig. 1. 3D model of the circulator in HTR-PM.
When the circulator is running, the windings of the
motor and AMBs will generate a great deal of heat due
to Ohmic loss, which increases the temperature of the
circulator. The components in the circulator, especially
for bearings and the rotor, will deform due to the high
temperature. For sliding and rolling bearings, in addition
to the influence of ambient temperature, the friction
between bearings and the rotor will also generate a great
deal of heat, which aggravates the deformation of
bearings and the rotor.
The main influence of thermal deformation is
causing the clearance change between bearings and the
rotor, which has influence on the dynamic performance
of the bearing-rotor system. As for sliding and rolling
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bearings, clearance change will affect the contact force
between bearings and the rotor and change the system
mode. However, clearance change affects the AMBrotor system in different ways. AMBs are open-loop
unstable systems, so the rotor position must be
accurately measured by displacement transducers in real
time to achieve closed-loop feedback control. Therefore,
in the AMB-rotor system, the thermal deformation
will not only change the AMB-rotor clearance but also
the displacement transducer-rotor clearance. Since the
electromagnetic force of AMBs and the voltage signals
of displacement transducers are all related to the
clearance, the clearance change will directly affect the
performance of the AMB controller and the stability of
the AMB-rotor system [7, 8].
In this paper, the influence of thermal deformation
on the unbalanced response of the AMB-rotor system is
studied, which provides a reference for the mechanical
design of AMBs. Section II introduces and calculates
the electromagnetic force of AMBs, and explores the
influence of the clearance change on the AMB stiffness.
The principle of inductive transducers and the influence
of clearance change on the transducer measurement are
analyzed. In Section III, the finite element analysis
(FEA) of the circulator and transducer is carried out, and
based on which the AMB-rotor system is simulated in
MATLAB Simulink. Combined with theoretical analysis
and FEA results, the influences of thermal deformation
on the unbalanced response of the AMB-rotor system is
analyzed in the experiment.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF
THE CLREANCE CHANGE
A. Influence on the AMB stiffness
In this section, the influence of the clearance change
caused by thermal deformation on the electromagnetic
force and AMB controller is calculated and discussed.
The AMB-rotor system is nonlinear, so it is necessary
to linearize the electromagnetic force at an equilibrium
point of the AMB-rotor system to simplify the AMB
model and controllers design. Therefore, both the
electromagnetic force and the AMB stiffness has the
relationship with the clearance in the AMB-rotor system.
In a radial AMB of the circulator, as is shown in Fig.
2, there are four electromagnets (an electromagnet is
composed of four magnetic poles) arranging in a ring and
a pair of electromagnets in opposite directions control
one degree of freedom of the rotor. Therefore, the
electromagnetic force in one degree of freedom is [9,
10]:
1

(𝑖 +𝑖𝑥 )2

4

2
0 −𝑥)

𝐹 = 𝜇0 𝑁 2 𝐴0 ( (𝑠0

−

(𝑖0 −𝑖𝑥 )2
(𝑠0 +𝑥)2

),

(1)

whose parameters are shown in Table 1.
Equation (1) can be linearized at 𝑖𝑥 = 0 and 𝑥 = 0

by Taylor expansion. Ignoring higher-order items,
Equation (1) can be rewritten as:
(2)
𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥 𝑥 + 𝑘𝑖 𝑖,
where 𝑘𝑥 = 𝜇0 𝑁 2 𝐴0 𝑖02 /𝑠03 is the force-displacement
stiffness and 𝑘𝑖 = 𝜇0 𝑁 2 𝐴0 𝑖0 /𝑠02 is the force-current
stiffness, all of which are directly related to the clearance
𝑠0 .

Fig. 2. A radial AMB in the circulator.
Table 1: Parameters of the electromagnetic force
Parameter
Meaning
Magnetic permeability
𝜇0
Magnetic pole area
𝐴0
N
Coil number
Clearance
𝑠0
Bias current
𝑖0
Rotor displacement
𝑥
Control current
𝑖𝑥
When the circulator is running, AMBs and the rotor
will deform due to the high temperature. The thermal
deformation will cause the clearance change between
AMBs and the rotor, so the notation 𝑠0 can be rewritten
as:
𝑠 = 𝑠0 (1 + 𝛥𝑠),
(3)
where 𝛥𝑠 is the change of clearance and 𝑠 is the
clearance after thermal deformation. Therefore, the
relationship between the variation ratio of the 𝑘𝑥 , 𝑘𝑖 and
𝛥𝑠 is:
𝛥𝑘𝑥 = [𝑘𝑥 (𝑠) − 𝑘𝑥 (𝑠0 )]/𝑘𝑥 (𝑠0 )
= 1/(1 + 𝛥𝑠)3 − 1
.
(4)
𝛥𝑘𝑖 = [𝑘𝑖 (𝑠) − 𝑘𝑖 (𝑠0 )]/𝑘𝑖 (𝑠0 )
= 1/(1 + 𝛥𝑠)2 − 1
{
Figure 3 shows the change of Δ𝑘𝑥 and Δ𝑘𝑖 when Δs
varies from −0.1 mm and 0.1 mm . As the clearance
decreases, Δ𝑘𝑥 and Δ𝑘𝑖 become larger and vice versa.
And Δ𝑘𝑥 is more sensitive to the clearance than Δ𝑘𝑖 .
In the AMB-rotor system, the stiffness 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑖 are
constant parameters in the AMB controller. Therefore,
the clearance change caused by thermal deformation
eventually change the AMB stiffness, which will affect
the performance of the AMB controller and the stability
of the AMB-rotor system.
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clearance is 𝒔𝟎 = (𝜹𝟏 + 𝜹𝟐 )/𝟐 and the rotor displacement
is 𝒙 = (𝜹𝟏 − 𝜹𝟐 )/𝟐. In the measurement, a resistancebalanced bridge circuit is applied to convert the
inductance into a voltage output, which is transmitted to
the AMB controller.
Trans1

δ1

Trans1
R1'

L1

R1

·
Ui

·
Uo

Fig. 3. The relationship between Δ𝑘𝑥 , Δ𝑘𝑖 and 𝛥𝑠.
B. Influence on the transducer sensitivity
AMBs are open-loop unstable systems, so the rotor
position must be accurately measured by displacement
transducer in real time to achieve closed-loop feedback
control. Inductive transducers and eddy current
displacement sensors are widely applied to the AMB
system with their characteristics of high precision and
non-contact measurement [11, 12]. In the AMB-rotor
system of the circulator, differential inductive transducer
is used to monitor the axis orbit of the rotor and provide
feedback signal for the AMB controller.
The magnetic field generated by transducer coils
will pass through transducer cores (stator), the rotor and
the air-gap between the rotor and stator to form a closed
magnetic circuit. The coil inductance will be affected by
the air-gap length. Therefore, by measuring electrical
parameters of the transducer circuit, the coil inductance
can be measured, and then the rotor displacement can be
obtained.
Ignoring the magnetic flux leakage and magnetic
hysteresis, the magnetic circuit can be calculated:
𝑁𝐼
𝛷= ,
(5)
𝑅
with 𝛷 the magnetic flux, 𝑁 the total coil number, 𝐼
the coil current and 𝑅 the reluctance. The relationship
between 𝛷 and the coil inductance 𝐿 is:
𝑁𝛷 = 𝐿𝐼,
(6)
and the reluctance is:
2𝛿
𝑅=
.
(7)
𝜇0 𝐵0

𝜇0 is the permeability of vacuum, 𝛿 is the air-gap length
and 𝐵0 is magnetic pole area of the transducer. So
according to Equations (5), (6) and (7), the coil
inductance is:
𝑁2 𝜇 𝐵

0 0
𝐿=
.
(8)
2𝛿
Similar to AMBs, two transducers in opposite
directions measure 𝜹𝟏 and 𝜹𝟐 in one direction to
obtain the rotor displacement, which is the differential
measurement, as is shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the

R2'

L2

δ2

R2

Trans2
Trans2

Fig. 4. Differential measurement and the resistancebalanced bridge circuit for transducer measurement.
The output voltage of the circuit is:
𝑍
𝑅
𝑈𝑜̇ = 1 𝑈̇𝑖 − 1 𝑈̇𝑖

𝑍1 +𝑍2
𝑅1 +𝑅2
𝑍 −𝑍
= 1 2 𝑈̇𝑖 ,
(9)
2(𝑍1 +𝑍2 )
′
where 𝑍𝑖 = 𝑗𝜔𝐿𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2) is the impedance of the
transducer coils under alternating currents, 𝑅𝑖′ (𝑖 = 1, 2)

is the coil resistance, 𝑅𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2) is the balancing
resistance, 𝑈̇𝑖 and 𝑈0̇ are the input and output voltage
respectively. Ignoring the coil resistance, the relationship
between the output voltage and rotor displacement can
be obtained according to Equations (8) and (9):
𝑥
𝑈𝑜̇ =
𝑈̇𝑖 .
(10)
2𝑠0

It can be seen that the output voltage of the transducer is
proportional to the rotor displacement. During designing
the AMB controller, transducers need to be calibrated to
obtain the transducer sensitivity, which is the relationship
between the sensor output voltage and the actual rotor
displacement:
𝜉0 =

𝑈𝑜̇
𝑥

=

𝑈̇𝑖
2𝑠0

.

(11)

As shown in Equation (11), the transducer sensitivity
𝜉0 is directly related to the clearance 𝑠0 . Therefore,
according to Equations (3) and (11), if the clearance
changes, the error caused by the sensor sensitivity is:
𝜉
1
𝜂 = − 1 = (1+𝛥𝑠) − 1.
(12)
𝜉0

In the AMB controller, the transducer sensitivity is
a constant parameter. Therefore, Equation (12) shows
that once the thermal deformation changes the
transducer-rotor clearance, the transducer sensitivity and
the measurement accuracy of rotor displacement will be
affected, which will reduce the performance of the AMB
controller AMB-rotor stability.
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III. FEA OF THE CIRCULATOR SYSTEM
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Heat/Jt
Specific
/Jt ℃
比热 容

A. Temperature-deformation coupled FEA for the
circulator
To obtain the temperature field and thermal
deformation of the circulator, the circulator model is built
and analyzed in ANSYS using temperature-deformation
coupled FEA. The model material is the mild steel whose
parameters are shown in Table 2. The coefficients of
thermal deformation, thermal conductivity and specific
heat capacity can be obtained from Figs. 5-7.

0.56
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0.50

Temperature
Range
计算用温度范围

Table 2: The material parameters of the mild steel
Material Parameter
Unit
Value
Density
t/mm3
7.85e-9
Young’s modulus
MPa
210000
Poisson’s ratio
0.26
Thermal deformation
1/℃
Fig. 5
Thermal conductivity
J/mm℃s
Fig. 6
Specific heat capacity
J/t℃
Fig. 7
0.000017

0.000016

Expension/
热 胀 系 数 /℃
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the thermal conductivity
and the temperature.

450

The circulator model is built as shown in Figs. 1 and
8. In the FEA, the bottom of the rotor and housing
constrained the freedoms of X, Y and Z directions, and
the top of the rotor constrained the freedoms of X and Z
directions. The original clearance 𝒔𝟎 is 𝟏 𝐦𝐦.
The actual size model is used for simulation. Since
the structure of the circulator is simple and there are no
complicated components, the adaptive algorithm is used
for automatic meshing. In the FEA of temperature field,
stable heat sources are applied to the circulator to
simulate the heat source caused by the windings of
the motor, AMBs and the heat transferred by the hightemperature helium gas through the circulator components.
Parameters of heat sources are obtained based on the data
measured by the temperature sensor in the experiment.

Fig. 5. Relationship between the thermal deformation
and the temperature.

0.034

400

Fig. 7. Relationship between the specific heat capacity
and the temperature.

温度/℃
Temperature/

0.042

350

温度/℃
Temperature/

Fig. 8. The circulator model for FEA.
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A forty-minute stable operation is simulated, at the
beginning of which the rotor speed increase from 0 rpm
to 3200 rpm. The temperature of the different components
in the circulator gradually rises from 25 degrees Celsius
to a steady value. The steady temperatures at different
positions are listed in Table 3 and the temperature field
is shown in Fig. 9.
Table 3: The steady temperatures at different positions
Position (From Top to Bottom)
Temperature/℃
Top part of auxiliary impeller
62.4
Bottom part of auxiliary impeller
69.0
Axial bearings
67.1
Top radial bearing
64.7
Top part of motor chamber
78.3
Motor winding
73.5
Bottom part of motor chamber
69.7
Bottom radial bearing
73.0
Outer surface of motor housing
65.0
Impeller chamber
250.0
It can be seen from the FEA results, that the heat
from the motor and AMBs lead to the thermal deformation
of the rotor and stator. Due to different geometrical
dimensions, material properties and different stable
temperature, the rotor and stator have different
deformation ratios, which leads to clearance change of
AMBs and transducers (both in the top and bottom radial
AMBs). The thermal deformation of the structure can be
obtained as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. The stable temperature field of the circulator.
The expansion of the stator is greater than the rotor,
so the clearance is increased. It shows that the clearance
increases 4.3% in the top radial AMB and 5.12% in the
bottom radial AMB. The inconsistency of the clearance
change in the top and bottom AMBs is because the hightemperature helium gas. When the circulator is running,
the bottom AMB is close to the high-temperature helium

gas, so it has a larger clearance change under higher
temperature.

Fig. 10. The thermal deformation of the circulator
According to the calculation and analysis of Section
II, the increasing clearance reduces the AMB stiffness
and transducer sensitivity, which are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. The parameter variation
Top
Bottom
𝛥𝑠𝑡
4.3%
𝛥𝑠𝑏
5.1%
𝛥𝑘𝑥𝑡
𝛥𝑘𝑥𝑏
−11.9%
−13.9%
𝛥𝑘𝑖𝑏
𝛥𝑘𝑖𝑡
−8.1%
−9.5%
𝜂𝑡
−4.1%
𝜂𝑏
−4.9%
B. Electromagnetic field FEA for the inductive
transducer
Based on the clearance change calculated in the
Section III (A), the electromagnetic field FEA is carried
out to explore the influence of clearance change on
inductive transducers.
The 3D model of the inductive transducer is built as
shown in Fig. 11. Since the transducer use differential
measurement in the circulator, the inductance of upper
and lower transducers is calculated in FEA. The FEA is
carried out with the rotor displacement of +0.1 mm in
vertical direction. The clearance is obtained in Section
III (A). The original clearance is 𝑠0 = 1 mm, and the
clearance change is 𝛥𝑠𝑡 = 4.3% in the top radial AMB
and 𝛥𝑠𝑏 = 5.1% in the bottom radial AMB.
In the model, the rotor and stator are assembled with
silicon steel sheets to reduce the effects of eddy current.
Because the mechanical design of the model is simple
and there are no complicated structural components, the
adaptive algorithm is used to automatic meshing. The
inductive transducer uses an alternating current (AC)
excitation source, so the current in the coils is 20 KHz in
the simulation. The simulation runs for one cycle of the
excitation source in every project.
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Rotor
Lup

Because the transducer inductance can be obtained
easily, the measurement error caused by the sensor
sensitivity can be substituted by:
𝒙
𝝈= ,
(13)
𝒔𝟎

which has the same changing trend with 𝜼. According
to FEA results and Equations (8), (12) and (13), the
transducer inductance and measurement error are shown
in Table 5. Due to the clearance change, the transducer
sensitivity changes significantly, leading to measurement
error of the rotor displacement. The measurement error
in the top AMB is −𝟒. 𝟑𝟏% and the bottom is −𝟒. 𝟖𝟕%,
which are consistent with the theoretical calculation in
Table 4.

Coils
x = 0.1 mm

Transducer core
Ldown

Fig. 11. 3D model of the inductive transducer.
The results of magnetic flux density in FEA are
shown in Fig. 12. The picture shows the electromagnetic
field distribution in the silicon steel sheets (transducer
and rotor) when the current is maximum. With the
same rotor displacement, the magnetic field changes
significantly due to the clearance change, which directly
affects the calculation of the transducer inductance.
It can be seen from the results that the increase
of the clearance increases the magnetic resistance of
the inductive transducer, which reduce the magnetic
induction intensity inside the rotor and the stator and
reduce the inductance value. The results are consistent
with the analysis in Section II.

According to the simulation results, the AC
excitation source of the inductive transducer leads to the
changing magnetic induction intensity, which generates
the eddy current in the rotor, as shown in Fig. 13.
According to reference [13], the eddy current also affects
the measurement accuracy of the inductive transducer.
As shown in the Table 6, due to the change of the
clearance, the maximum Eddy current density on rotor
surface is significantly increased, which will further
affect the measurement accuracy of the transducer.
However, due to the complex relationship between the
distribution of the eddy-current magnetic field and the
rotor speed, the calculation is difficult and further
theoretical analysis is needed.
Table 6. The Eddy current on the rotor surface.
s (mm)
Jz (A/m^2)
1
-8.317e+5
𝑠0
1.051
-8.680e+5
𝑠0 + 𝛥𝑠𝑏
1.043
-8.684e+5
𝑠0 + 𝛥𝑠𝑡

(a)

(b)

Table 5: The transducer inductance and measurement
error
s
𝐿𝑢𝑝
𝐿𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝜎
𝜂
(mm)
(%)
(%)
(mL) (mL)
𝑠0
1.0
0.0658 0.0565 7.604 0.00
𝑠0 + 𝛥𝑠𝑡 1.043 0.0634 0.0548 7.276 −4.31
𝑠0 + 𝛥𝑠𝑏 1.051 0.0630 0.0545 7.234 −4.87

(c)

Fig. 12. The magnetic flux density in the transducer: (a)
the original clearance 𝒔𝟎 = 𝟏 𝐦𝐦, (b) 𝜟𝒔𝒕 = 𝟒. 𝟑% in
the top AMB, and (c) 𝜟𝒔𝒃 = 𝟓. 𝟏% in the bottom AMB.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 13. The eddy current density in the transducer: (a)
the original clearance 𝒔𝟎 = 𝟏 𝐦𝐦, (b) 𝜟𝒔𝒕 = 𝟒. 𝟑% in
the top AMB, and (c) 𝜟𝒔𝒃 = 𝟓. 𝟏% in the bottom AMB.

IV. UNBALANCED RESPONSE OF THE
AMB-ROTOR SYSTEM UNDER THERMAL
DEFORMATION
A. Simulation of the AMB-rotor system
Due to the material inhomogeneity and machining
error, the rotor possesses unbalanced mass inevitably,
which will cause unbalance force for the rotor. When the
circulator is running, the rotor unbalanced vibration
caused by the unbalanced force will increase with the
increasing rotor speed, but the AMB controller will
suppress the rotor unbalanced vibration via active
electromagnetic force [14-16]. However, the AMB
controller is designed based on the original AMB-rotor
system, which means the clearance change will change
the controller parameters and affect the unbalanced
response of the AMB-rotor system. In this section, the
simulation of AMB-rotor system is carried out to study
the influence of thermal deformation on the unbalanced
response of the AMB-rotor system.
Based on the FEA of the thermal deformation and
transducer measurement, the AMB-rotor system in
circulator is built and simulated in MATLAB Simulink,
as is shown in Fig. 14. The system includes the rotor
module that considers the gyroscopic effect and
unbalanced mass, the cross-feedback module, and the
AMB controller module. The system is under crossfeedback PID control and the rotor speed is 60 Hz .
Based on the data in Table 4, change the parameters of
the system and runs the simulation.

In the simulation, the rotor speed increase from 0 to
60 Hz and runs stably. The unbalanced vibration of the
rotor is simulated by applying a periodic external force
at Fx_t and Fx_b. The output of x-t and y-t compose the
axis orbit of the top AMB, and x-b and y-b compose the
bottom. The clearance change is simulated by changing
the force-displacement coefficient and force-current
coefficient of the AMB and the transfer coefficient of the
transducer.
The axis orbits of the rotor at the top and bottom
AMBs are shown in Fig. 15, where the horizontal axis
represents the rotor displacement in the X direction and
the vertical axis represents Z direction. The solid blue
line and red dotted line are the axis orbits of the rotor in
original clearance and changed clearance, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 15. Axis orbit of the rotor under different clearance
change: (a) top AMB and (b) bottom AMB.

Fig. 14. The AMB-rotor system in circulator.

Under the influence of the unbalanced mass, the
rotor vibrates when the rotor speed is fixed. However,
after the thermal deformation, the clearance change leads
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Fig. 17. Axis orbit of the top AMB at time A.
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Fig. 16. Rotor speed and vibration amplitude.
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B. Operation experiment of the circulator
The experiment for circulator is carried out to
explore the performance of AMB controller and stability
of AMB-rotor system under high temperature
environment. In the experiment, the rotor speeds up to
3200 rpm in 7 min and the axis orbit of the rotor is
obtained at time A. After the circulator temperature is
stable, the axis orbit of the rotor at time B is recorded.
The temperatures at different position of the circulator
are measured by the temperature sensor, which are the
reference of the heat sources in the FEA.
Figure 16 shows the experimental result. The
vertical axis on the left shows the ratio of the radial
vibration amplitude to clearance and the right one shows
the rotor speed. It can be seen that the rotor speed can be
well controlled. Before 7 min, the vibration amplitude of
the rotor increases as the rotor speeds up. This is due to
the unbalanced force resulting from the unbalanced mass
of the rotor. The unbalanced vibration is proportional to
the rotor speed, but when the rotor speed is fixed at
3200 rpm after 7 min, the vibration amplitude of the
rotor continues to increase. At this point, the factor that
affect the vibration amplitude is not the rotor speed, but
the clearance change caused by the thermal deformation.

experiment shows that the unbalanced vibration of the
rotor increases with the increasing temperature of
the circulator after long-term operation. The thermal
deformations affect the clearance, and then reduce the
performance of the AMB controller and affect the
unbalanced response of the AMB-rotor system. This is
consistent with theoretical analysis and simulation.

m
m

to the axis orbit expand both in the top and bottom AMB.
The results show that the clearance change will reduce
the performance of the AMB controller and aggravate
the rotor vibration.

0. 0.3
3

Fig. 18. Axis orbit of the top AMB at time B.
In Figs. 17 and 18, the horizontal and vertical axis
represents the rotor displacement. It can be seen that at
time A, the axis orbit and the vibration amplitude of the
rotor is small, while at time B, the vibration amplitude
significantly increases.
The experimental results show that with a fixed
rotor speed, the vibration amplitude of the rotor
gradually increases with the increasing temperature of
the circulator. And when the temperature is stable, the
vibration amplitude of the rotor tends to be stable. The

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the influence of thermal deformation
on the unbalanced response of the AMB-rotor system is
studied, which provides a reference for the mechanical
design of AMBs.
According to the theoretical analysis, clearance
change caused by thermal deformation eventually change
the AMB stiffness. As the clearance decreases, Δ𝑘𝑥
and Δ𝑘𝑖 become larger and vice versa. And Δ𝑘𝑥 is
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more sensitive to the clearance than Δ𝑘𝑖 . The thermal
deformation will also change the transducer-rotor
clearance, and the transducer sensitivity and the
measurement accuracy of rotor displacement will be
affected, which lead to the measurement error of the
rotor displacement.
From the FEA results, the heat from the motor and
AMBs contribute to the deformation of the circulator.
The clearance increases 4.3% in the top radial AMB and
5.12% in the bottom radial AMB. Due to the clearance
change, the transducer sensitivity changes significantly,
leading to measurement error of the rotor displacement.
The measurement error in the top AMB is −4.31% and
the bottom is −4.87%, which are consistent with the
theoretical calculation.
The simulation and experiment shows that with
the influence of the unbalanced mass, the rotor vibrates
when the rotor speed is fixed. However, after the thermal
deformation, the clearance change leads to the axis orbit
expand both in the top and bottom AMB. The thermal
deformation will reduce the performance of the AMB
controller and affect the unbalanced response of the
AMB-rotor system. The experiment shows that the
thermal deformations affect the clearance, and then
reduce the performance of the AMB controller and affect
the unbalanced response of the AMB-rotor system. This
is consistent with theoretical analysis and simulation.
The influence of the clearance changing on the
electromagnetic force, AMB stiffness and transducer
measurement is discussed with the theoretical
electromagnetic calculations, including the AMB force,
transducer and eddy current. The theoretical calculations
in this paper has general applications in the controller
improvement of the AMBs under clearance change and
provides a reference for mechanical structure design and
controller design of AMBs.
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